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Abstract 
Applications are featured with both text and location information, which leads to a search like: spatial approximate 
string search (SAS). Mainly four issues are identified in the general area of SAS. They are: (i) Spatial approximate 
string search in Euclidean space (Esas); (ii) Spatial approximate string search on road networks (RSAS); (iii) Selectivity 
Estimation for Esas Range Queries; (iv) Multi-Approximate-Keyword Routing query on road networks. For efficiently 
answering spatial approximate string queries in Euclidean space, SAS propose a novel index structure, IR2 -tree, which 
is based on the R-tree augmented with the min-wise signature and the linear hashing technique. Extensive experiments 
on large real data sets demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach. 
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1. Introduction  
A spatial database is a database that is optimized to store and query data that represents objects defined in a 
geometric space. Most spatial databases allow representing simple geometric objects such as points, lines 
and polygons. Some spatial databases handle more complex structures such as 3D objects, topological 
coverage, linear networks. Spatial indices are used by spatial databases to optimize spatial queries.. 
Approximate string search is necessary when users have a fuzzy search condition, or a spelling error when 
submitting the query, or the strings in the database contain some degree of uncertainty or error. In the 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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context of spatial databases, approximate string search could be combined with any type of spatial queries. 
This kind of range queries are called as Spatial Approximate String. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1: An Example of Euclidean Space (ESAS) Query 
 
An example in the euclidean space is shown in Fig. 1, depicting a common scenario in location based 
services: find all objects within a spatial range r (specified by a rectangular area) that have a description 
that is similar to “theatre.” The edit operations refer to an insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single 
character. Clearly,_ is symmetric, i.e., " _(σ1 , σ2) = _(σ2 , σ1). For example, let σ1= “theatre” and σ2 
=“theater,” then " _(σ1 , σ2)=2 , by substituting the first “r” with “e” and the second “e” with “r.” We do 
not consider the generalized edit distance in which the transposition operator (i.e., swapping two 
characters in a string while keeping others fixed) is also included. The standard method for computing     
" (σ1 , σ2) is a dynamic programming formulation. For two strings with lengths n1 and n2, respectively, it 
has a complexity of O(n1n2). That said, given the edit distance threshold τ =2, the answer to the 
ESAS query in Fig. 1 is {p4,p7}. 
 
 
 
                                                     P1:Moe’s                                         P7:theatre 
r 
 
 
 
                                                                 P2: ymca club  r                                r 
 
 
                                                 P10: gym     P3:theatres 
 
  
Fig.2 An example for Road Network (RSAS ) Query 
Fig. 2 extends SAS queries to road networks (referred as RSAS queries). Given a query point q and a 
network distance r on a road network, to retrieve all objects within distance r to q and with the description 
similar to “theatre” where the distance between two points is the length of their shortest path. The answer to 
the RSAS query in Fig. 2 is {p7}. 
 
2. Existing System 
 
Keyword search over a large amount[5] of data is an important operation in a wide range of domains. 
Two of the most popular techniques for this purpose are, 
x B tree.   x B+ - tree.  
 
2.1 B tree  
B-tree of order m is a tree which satisfies the following properties: 
x Every node has at most m children.   
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x Every nonڿ-ۀleaf node (except root) has at least m⁄2 children.   x The root has at least two children if it is not a leaf node. 0.  
x A non-leaf node with k children contains k−1 keys.   
x All leaves appear in the same level, and internal vertices carry no information.  
 
Internal nodes  
Internal nodes are all nodes except for leaf nodes and the root node. They are usually represented 
as an ordered set of elements and child pointers. The relationship between U and L implies that two half-
full nodes can be joined to make a legal node, and one full node can be split into two legal nodes (if there’s 
room to push one element up into the parent).  
The root node  
The root node’s number of children has the same upper limit as internal nodes, but has no lower 
limit. For example, when there are fewer than L−1 elements in the entire tree, the root will be the only node 
in the tree, with no children at all.  
 
Leaf nodes  
Leaf nodes have the same restriction on the number of elements, but have no children, and no 
child pointers.  
. 
2.2 B +-trees 
 
A B+ tree is an n-ary tree[1] with a variable but often large number of children per node. A B+ tree[6] 
consists of a root, internal nodes and leaves. The root may be either a leaf or a node with two or more 
children. A B+ tree can be viewed as a B-tree in which each node contains only keys (not key-value pairs), 
and to which an additional level is added at the bottom with linked leaves. The primary value of a B+ tree 
is in storing data for efficient retrieval in a block-oriented storage context in particular, filesystems. This is 
primarily because unlike binary search trees, B+ trees have very high fanout (number of pointers to child 
nodes in a node, typically on the order of 100 or more), which reduces the number of I/O operations 
required to find an element in the tree. 
 
2.3 Disadvantages of existing system.  
 
x Only small fraction of all search-key values are found early  
 
x Non-leaf nodes are larger, so fan-out is reduced. Thus B-Trees typically have greater depth than 
corresponding B+-Tree 
 
x Insertion and deletion more complicated than in B+-Trees  
x Implementation is harder than B+-Trees.   
 
3.  Proposed System Design  
 
3.1 R tree  
An R-tree[1] is a height-balanced tree similar to a B-tree with index records in its leaf nodes 
containing pointers to data objects Nodes correspond to disk pages If the index is disk-resident, and the 
structure is designed so that a spatial search requires visiting only a small number of nodes The index is 
completely dynamic; inserts and deletes can be inter-mixed path searches and no periodic reorganization is 
required.A spatial database consists of collection of tuples representing spatial objects, and each tuple has a 
unique identifier which can be used to retrieve it leaf nodes m an R-tree contain index record entries of the 
form  
                                              (I, tuple -!dentifier)  
where tuple-identifier refers to a tuple m the database. Non-leaf nodes contain entries of the form 
                                     (I, child –pointer)  
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where child -pointer is t he address of a lower node in the R-tree and I covers all rectangles m the lower 
node’s entries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3: Find and report all university building sites that are within 5km of the city centre 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4: R tree structure for all university building sites that are within 5km of the city centre 
 
3.1.1 Insert operation in R tree  
Inserting index records for new data tuples is similar to insertion in a B-tree in that new index records are 
added to the leaves, nodes that overflow are split, and splits propagate up the tree 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm:Insertion – choose a leaf node  
• Traverse the R-tree top-down, starting from 
the root, at each level   
¾ If there is a node whose directory rectangle contains 
the mbb to be inserted, then search the subtree 
¾ Else choose a node such that the enlargement of its 
directory rectangle is minimal, then search the subtree 
¾ If more than one node satisfy this, choose the one with 
smallest area, 
• Repeat until a leaf node is reached  
 
Insertion – insert into the leaf node  
• If the leaf node is not full, an entry [mbb, oid] is inserted   
• Else // the leaf node is full   
¾ Split the leaf node 
¾ Update the directory rectangles of the 
ancestor nodes if necessary 
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3.1.2 Search operation R tree 
 
Given an R-tree whose root node is T, find all index records whose rectangles overlap a search 
rectangle S. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Information Retrieval R tree (IR2) 
Τhe IR2-tree[5] is a combination of an R-Tree and signature files. In particular, each node of an 
IR2-Tree contains both spatial and keyword information; the former in the form of a minimum 
bounding area and the latter in the form of a signature. An IR2-Tree R is a height-balanced tree data 
structure, where each leaf node has entries of the form (ObjPtr, A, S). ObjPtr and A are defined as in 
the R-Tree while S is the signature of the object referred by ObjPtr. A non-leaf node has entries of the 
form (NodePtr, A, S). NodePtr and A are defined as in the R-Tree while S is the signature of the node. 
 
3.2.1 Insert Method for IR2 tree  
The Insert algorithm uses a standard R- Tree[1] implementation of ChooseLeaf. The input of the 
Insert algorithm is a pointer to an object T, its MBR, and its signature. Line 1 retrieves a leaf node N which 
is best suited according to the MBR of T. Then T’s pointer, MBR, and signature are stored in N. If N has 
reached its maximum node capacity then it will split. If N is split into nodes O and P, on Line 4, and it is the 
root node, a new node M will be created. M becomes the parent O and P and stores their pointer, MBR, and 
signature. Finally, M is declared the new root node. If N is not the root then its parent node has to be 
updated as is the case on line 14 or 18. Finally, since assume that the IR2-Tree is disk resident, the 
StoreNode function stores the node to the corresponding disk block(s). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm :Search-Given a point q, find all mbbs 
containing q 
 
• A recursive process starting from the 
root result = φ 
 
For a node N 
 
if N is a leaf node, then result = result U 
{N} else // N is a non-leaf node 
 
for each child N’ of N 
 
if the rectangle of N’ 
contains q then 
recursively search N’ 
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3.2.2 IR2-Tree Algorithm 
The general version of the IR2-Tree algorithm, where objects are output ordered by a ranking 
function f(distance(T.p, Q.p). The key differences to the distance-first version are that:  
(i) Should not create a single signature Signature(Q.t) for the query, but instead use the individual 
signatures, Signature(w), w Q.t, of the query keywords. The reason is that do not use AND semantics, that 
is, an object containing only some of the query keywords may be in the result.  
(ii) No longer output an object as soon as know it is the next closest and contains all query keywords, 
because a farther object may have a higher overall f(.) score. Hence, the nodes v in the queue U are ordered 
by the maximum score that an object T inside them may have, that is, by: 
 
                Upper(v)=UpperBoundT v(f(distance(T.p, Q.p), IRscore(T.t, Q.t)) 
  
Assuming that f() is decreasing with distance() and increasing with IRscore() we have: 
 
 
Upper(v)=LowerBoundT v(f(distance(v.MBR, Q.p), UpperBoundT-has-signature-v.S(IRscore(T.t, Q.t))) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm: 
Insert(ObjPtr,MBR,S)   
1  N  ChooseLeaf(MBR)   
2 
  | A  B |   
 N.Add(ObjPtr,MBR,S) 
(2) 
 
3 
(A, B)   
if N needs to be split   
   | A  B |   
4  {O,P}  N.Split() /* nodes O and P are  
returned */     
5  if N.IsRoot()    
6  initialize a new node M   
7  M.Add(O.Ptr,O.MBR,O.S)   
8  M.Add(P.Ptr,P.MBR,P.S)   
9  StoreNode(M)   
10 StoreNode(O)    
11 StoreNode(P)    
12 R.RootNode M   
13 else     
14 AdjustTree(N.ParentNode,O,P)   
15 else     
16 StoreNode(N)    
17 if not N.IsRoot()   
ρ(A,B)AdjustTree(Nissetresemblance.ParentNode,N,nullofAand B. 
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4. Performance Analysis  
 
To measure the performance of the IR2-Tree, MIR2-Tree, and baseline algorithms, implemented all 
algorithms and underlying data structures in Java. All index structures (R-Tree, IR2-Tree, MIR2-Tree and 
inverted index) are disk-resident. Mainly focus on the distance-first version of the top-k spatial keyword 
query, since its results are easier to comprehend and analyze. The spatial objects are stored in a plain text 
file and the leaf nodes of the tree data structures store pointers to the object locations in the file. 
 
Then present the results of two datasets provided by the High Performance Database Research Center 
(http://hpdrc.fiu.edu/). Both datasets are plain text files (tab delimited) where each spatial object occupies a 
row. The first dataset contains objects that represent hotels and will be referred as the Hotels dataset. The 
second dataset will be referred as the Restaurants dataset and contains restaurant data. Table 1 shows more 
details of the two datasets. 
Table 1:DATASET DETAILS 
 
Dataset Size Total # of Average # Total # Average # 
 (MB) objects Unique Unique disk 
   words per words in blocks 
   Object Dataset per object 
      
Hotels 55.2 129,319 349 53906 2 
      
Restaurants 61.3 456,288 14 73855 1 
      
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm:IR2NearestNeighbor(p,W,U)  
 while  
1 
           
not 
U.IsEmpty(
)  
2 E  U.Dequeue()  
3 if E is a non-Leaf Node  
4 for each (NodePtr,MBR,S) in E  
5 S matches W   
6 U.Enqueue(LoadNode(NodePtr),Dist(p,MBR))   
 else E is a Leaf 
7 if Node 
8 
for each (ObjPtr,MBR,S) in 
E 
9 If S matches W 
10 U.Enqueue(ObjPtr,Dist(p,MBR))  
11 else /* E is an object pointer */  
 Retu  
12 rn 
E as next nearest object pointer to 
p 
IR2TopK(R,
Q)  
 
initialize 
a  
13 list L  
14 Initialize a priority queue U  
15 U.Enqueue(R.RootNode,0)  
16 W  Signature(Q.t)   
17 c  0  
18 while c < Q.k   
19 ObjtPtr  IR2NearestNeighbor(Q.p,W,U)  
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4.1 Results for varying k (top-k) searches for the Hotels dataset 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Execution Time based on varying k(top-k) 
 
In this experiment fix the number of query keywords to 2 and the signature length to 189 bytes (for 
Hotels dataset) and 8 bytes (for Restaurants dataset). Note that this signature length is longer at the top 
levels of the MIR2-Tree, which uses variable signature sizes. These signature lengths were chosen to 
balance space requirements and performance. The results of this experiment are shown in Figures 5 and 
6 for Hotels and Restaurants respectively. The graph y-axes have logarithmic scale to illustrate the 
difference more clearly.  
The graph shows that IR2-Tree and MIR2-Tree perform better than R-Tree for all values of k. This is 
expected since the R-Tree approach will have to access more objects and potentially more tree nodes as 
well. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 6: Execution Time based on varying number of keywords 
 
Refer to Figures 5 and 6 for the results of this experiment. By increasing the number of keywords we 
reduce the number of objects that contain all of them (since distance-first top-k spatial keyword queries are 
conjunctive). This results note that the IR2 tree algorithm performs better as the number of keywords 
increases, since the intersection of the inverted lists then becomes shorter and hence the object accesses 
fewer. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
The problem identified in spatial database is keyword search and explained the performance limitations of 
current approaches. Then proposed a solution which is dramatically faster than current approaches and is 
based on a combination of R-Trees and signature files techniques. In particular introduced the IR2-Tree and 
showed how it is maintained in the presence of data updates. An efficient incremental algorithm was 
presented that uses the IR2-Tree to answer spatial keyword queries. This was experimentally evaluated the 
proposed technique, which prove its superior performance. 
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